
Watch the webinar

Hello,
 

In 2022, we worked hard to develop innovative restaurant technology features to
help you growth your business. While it was a challenging task, we are thrilled with

the accomplishments we made and grateful for your support. 

Some of our most notable feature releases from 2022:

Store Finder 2.0

Improved store
selection experience,

with emphasis on map
and restaurant location

which lead to an
increase of 11.6% in

store selection
conversion rate.

MENU Dispatch 2.0

A revamped version of
Dispatch which

addresses the pain
points of our customers

and drivers and helps
select the best

matching setup for your
restaurant brand.

Pay API

Open API to connect
your preferred

eCommerce payment
processor to the MENU

platform for payment
method tokenization

and transaction
processing.

 

Learn more Check out our video More information

Make sure to click Follow on the Release Notes page to get

immediately notified about latest updates.

Coming Soon - Q1 2023

Brand Menu Management (BMM)
Unified menu management in the Management Center is coming up in order to

optimize the way you set up your business and achieve consistency on a Brand
level.

Read more

We organized a webinar about BMM so you can have hands-on insights into how to

manage your menu in the Management Center.  

Reordering
Drive repeat sales and conversion by making it easy for your customers to reorder

their favourite products within a few taps on Mobile and Web.
Read more

Tips for all order types
In addition to Table Service orders, enable your customers to add tips for all other
order types as well, including Takeout, Quick Service, Delivery, Curbside and

Foodspot.
Read more

Q1 2023 integrations

Punchh
(Loyalty)

Oracle
Simphony

GEN2
(POS)

PAR Pay
(Payment)

NCR BSL
integration

 
(POS)

DoorDash
(Delivery)

NCR Aloha
Loyalty

integration
(POS)

GrubHub
(Delivery)

Featured resources:

Blog: Drive repeat
sales and conversion

with Reordering

Read more

Blog: Is your
restaurant business

ready for 2023?

Read more

Forbes: Enhance The
Customer Journey And
Lifetime Value With A

Unified Experience
Read more

Contact us Get in touch for more
information 

MENU Technologies, Zählerweg 5, Zug, Switzerland
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